Main Points

Four signs of discontentment:

1. Trying to get rich quick
2. Trying to appear wealthy
3. Feeling anxiety about what you don’t have
4. Allowing jealousy and envy to creep into your mindset

There is a natural progression of priorities as you build wealth: Now, Then, Us, Them.

Contentment could be the most powerful financial principle.

Content people don’t always have the best of everything, but they make the best of everything.

The key question when it comes to contentment is this: How much is enough for you?

The overflowing Havdalah cup represents a financial overflow that will benefit others.

Questions to Consider

1. What does contentment have to do with financial wellness and retirement?
2. How would you explain the Now, Then, Us, Them progression to someone else?
3. How would you answer the question “How much is enough for you?”

Retire With Dignity

Everyone wants to leave a lasting legacy. Your goal in retirement should be more than simply having enough income to live on. This lesson will unlock the keys to contentment and leaving behind more than just financial security.